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Abstract 

Territorial warring, suspicious fiddling, oral dueling, and the boiling hostility that has occurred since the day of their 
independence mark the relations between India and Pakistan. Sponsoring militancy and rebellion in Pakistan also made alliances in the 
immediate aftermath of independence as low as they were. India's stance against Pakistan has now oscillated like a bell curve, and 
Pakistan has now become India's toughest neighbor and cannot be interacted with India as other South Asian neighbors due to a 
number of factors such as its strategic significance to outside powers such as China and the USA, its security, atomic and missile 
capability, and its post-bifurcation regional dispute over Kashmir. 

In this present study after observing the fields of convergence and divergence of Indo Pak relationships, it was evident that 
both soft and hard power function to some degree successfully. As far as hard power is associated, India has never used aggression 
towards Pakistan and soft power first; India has only used it to establish amicable ties with Pakistan. In the current foreign 
environment, by focusing on smart power rather than relying solely on either soft or hard power, nations may also gain optimum 
impact. So, the need of the hour is India’s coping with Pakistan with intelligent power. Therefore, there is an immense desire to adapt 
intelligent policies to optimize leverage in the global economy, considering the hard and soft force’s declining marginal 
effectiveness.  Again, a nation aims to select the power input combination to reach equilibrium at the maximum possible degree of 
control. A profound study of Pakistan’s geopolitical calculation shows that sustaining a regulated level of animosity with India is an 
integral component of Pakistan’s military. 
 
Keywords: Foreign Policy, Global Powers, Geopolitical, Hard Power, Smart Power. 
 
Introduction 

The ties between India and Pakistan are marked by territorial squabbling, suspicious finagling, oral dueling, and the boiling 
animosity that has taken place since the day of their freedom. Sponsoring militancy and insurgency in Pakistan has made relationships 
as low as they were in the immediate wake of independence.[1] India’s stance towards Pakistan has now fluctuated like a bell curve, 
and Pakistan has now become the toughest neighbor of India and cannot be conversed with as India as other South Asian 
neighborhoods due to a variety of reasons such as its strategic importance for outside powers like China and the USA, its defence, 
atomic and missile capacities, and its regional conflict over Kashmir after bifurcation of Jammu and Kashmir into two Union 
territories.[2] 

 
In this sense, former Indian High Commissioner G Parthasarathy stated that India and Pakistan’s re-cancellation is like 

attempting to handle patients who are allergic to each other only by sickness. Successive Indian and Pakistan governments have tried 
to negotiate and fix unresolved issues, often touching Minimal, but for long three all-out wars, the comprehensive partnership has 
never profoundly strengthened and an undisclosed war has been waged between the two countries that from time to time destroyed 
economic, transport and other ties. There have been many peace organizations, but reminders to square one have been conducted. In 
two romanticized sentimentalized about Pakistan, the Indian Prime Ministers from Rajiv Gandhi and Inder Kumar Gujral to Atal 
Bihari Vajpayee Manmohan Singh and Narendra Modi have delivered. India has never pursued a decisive military win against 
Pakistan. The 1965 war contributed to an awkward settlement brokered in Tashkent in 1966 after the 1947-48 war in Kashmir 
culminated in the reference given to the United Nations Security Council: the 1971 war led to the comprehensive 1972 Shimla Deal. 

 
In the current context, ties between the two countries have become tenser and complex only after two surgical strikes were 

conducted in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir because of the terrorist attacks in Uri and Pulwama and even after Article 370 was revoked. 
The present paper requires addressing the areas of separation and integration of the military intelligence role of Pakistan’s Indo-Pak 
ties, China’s role, the US and other minor forces, the past of India’s smart power policy, and the final review. 

 
Divergence Aspects 

Both India and Pakistan clashed over Jammu and Kashmir’s princely state during the early years since independence, which 
was neighboring to and pledged by both India and Pakistan, but whose Hindu king, Maharaja Hari Singh, had blurred the lines on the 
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topic of entry to either Dominion.[3] The Pashtu tribe had advanced through the Kashmir Valley by the end of October 1947 and was 
near to Srinagar, the state capital. Maharaja Hari Singh, fearing an inevitable military failure, asked India for military assistance from 
Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru, who decided to send troops to India after signing the accession instrument. However, at 
Nehru’s request to the newly formed United Nations, both India and Pakistan were ordered by the UN to embrace a ceasefire 
arrangement and, as a result, Pakistan occupied Kashmir was founded. India’s geopolitical thinking was focused on four foundations 
in the aftermath of the war; retaining traditional military dominance over Pakistan: maintaining good ties with China: keeping clear of 
cold war policies and wrangling, and fostering unity and collaboration between developing countries.[4] 

 
Besides, due to Pakistan’s active support for China, the establishment of China Pak links, and Pakistan’s disappointments 

over the development of harmony and cooperation between India and the USA, this decision to sell weapons to India, the Sino Indian 
war of 1962 compromised relationships between India and Pakistan.[5] After the conflict’s loss, India agreed to strengthen its military 
with the US and the United Kingdom’s help. The US sent Dean Rusk, its Secretary of State, to convince Nehru to open up an open 
discussion on the Kashmir question with Pakistan.[6] 

 
After the talks between the US and India did not produce any success, in 1965, Pakistan was inspired to have lunch and other 

offensives. The US did not want to settle the dispute between the two, because there was no outcome from the previous effort. This 
helped the USSR, through the Tashkent agreement, to negotiate peace after the 1965 war. 

 
Another dispute erupted in 1971 between India and Pakistan, which resulted from Pakistan’s domestic demands. When 

Awami League supporters began commuting to the Indian state of West Bengal after the Pakistani army division, India diplomatically 
took up the issue. India’s R&AW is starting to conquer East Pakistan and break free from West Pakistan’s influence. The R&AW 
continued to train and assist the Mukti Bahini campaign, prepared for clandestine capability by the Liberation Army.[7] On 6 
December 1971, seeing revived violence, the Pakistan Air Force conducted strikes in North India on an Indian basis. India saw the 
attack as an infringement on India’s hegemony and planned to strike militarily and invaded East Pakistan deep within and captured 
90,000 prisoners of battle.[8] Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was later assisted by India and resulted in declaring independence East Pakistan 
from the west, establishing Bangladesh out of the dispute. This devastating loss came to Pakistan as a significant hit. A pressure points 
for Pakistan to produce a nuclear bomb was the 1971 conflict. Pakistan discovered that China and the US did little to keep India from 
chopping Pakistan in 1971 from its allies.[9] 

 
Again, India’s 1974 Pokhran nuclear blast reinforced Pakistan’s concern that India could use a nuclear bomb on them in the 

future if Pakistan strikes. The US and China started to use Pakistan to make problems for India after East Pakistan seceded. Along 
with Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence, the US Central Intelligence Agency started to build unrest.[10] 

 
In Punjab, the Khalistan movement promotes extremism. To bully Pakistan, India’s General K Sundarji selected the state of 

Rajasthan to conduct a primary military drill code called Operation Brasstacks, involving around 150,000 troops, to raise outrage in 
Pakistan. The Pakistanis have replied to the code called Sledgehammer and Flying horse with their military drills. As the situation got 
tense, both the Soviet Union and US diplomats and CIA and KGB officials went into motion and tried to alleviate the conflicts with 
R&AW and ISI officials. However, since Pakistan was on the road to getting a nuclear bomb, there were no successful effects.[11] 

 
India has been proposing peace measures with Pakistan on various occasions, but the Pakistani military has begun to 

establish instability in Kashmir and the ISI has mounted a massive uprising in Kashmir. To ambush it with an Iron Hand, India used 
its formidable force, but that inflamed the local feelings and gave the ISI an ability to eliminate this newly formed fault line. 

 
When the Muslim United Front (MUF) cadres entered Pakistan for assistance after the 1987 election, the ISI started 

preparing them with guns and equipment. After getting assistance and training from Pakistan, a Hindu Kashmiri Pandit, Tika Lal 
Taploo, was targeted in 1989 by the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front. The Kashmiri pandits immediately flee the valley, vocally 
decided by the terrorist faction identified as Hizbul Mujahideen.[12] 

 
The Indian armed forces conducted a major operation from 1990 to 1994 against rebels and terrorists in the valley. The 

Indian forces conducted a strenuous effort to eliminate the events to take in organizations from inside. By 1996, HM and JKLF had 
been on a severe weekend. With the ISI’s assistance, which effectively turned the Lashkar-e-Taiba into a proxy party against India, the 
Lashkar-e-Taiba also began to shift its focus Kashmir. The LeT is ideologically related to Islam’s conceptions of the Ah-i-Hadith.[13] 
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In 1990, the Research and Analysis Wing countered the ISI campaign and initiated the Chanakya operation, establishing a 
political cell in Kashmir to combat the insurgents. The Pro-India counter-insurgency team called Ikhwan-ul-Muslimeen established in 
South Kashmir, Jamshed Shirazi, in alliance with the R&AW, to neutralize Pakistani groups in South Kashmir. Inside the Harriet 
wheeJamsheed, the R&AW generated disunity and played a crucial role in establishing factional discord with All Parties Hurriyat’s 
conferences to promote the moderate leaders.[14] 

 
The US moved in to neutralize problems in 1990. The situation was briefly quelled, but Pakistan’s intrusion of endeavour did 

not cease. Besides, the Pokhran nuclear test on 11 May 1998 was the explanation why India reacted to Pakistan’s nuclear explosion at 
Chaghai on 13 May 1998. This is considered a classical protection problem since, logically speaking, if all states are equipped with 
nuclear capabilities in a world disorder case, it should only be employed as a protective instrument and not an offensive one.[15] 

 
Therefore, a state is obliged to react to the other state’s decision to obtain military functionality In December 1999, when the 

IC- 814 was hijacked and carried to Kandahar; the Indo-Pakistan alliance took a severe dive. India’s letter of talks with Pakistan to 
discharge Maulana Masood Azhar, Mushtaq Ahmad Zarg and Ahmed Umar Syed was preceded in 2000 by a terrorist assault on 
Amarnath Yatris.[16] 

 
Despite these obstacles, in 2001, Musharraf was again invited to have a discussion. Again, the interaction did not contribute 

to any substantive success. Pakistan’s indiscretion also foiled Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s decision to create cordial 
ties with Pakistan with the bus service Lahore with Kargil. Simultaneously, the Agra summit’s failure in May 2008 was attributed to 
the assault on the Indian Parliament on 13 December 2001 by the terrorists Jaish-e-Muhammad and Lashkar-e-Taiba and the resulting 
deployment of border powers. India has managed to return to negotiation with Pakistan, amid Pakistan’s aggression.[17] 

 
The Samjhauta Express was blasted during the phase of negotiations between India and Pakistan in February 2007. However, 

inquiries found that the explosion was the fault of Hindu extremists. The Mumbai bombing of 26/11 in 2008 has completely altered 
the peace phase. The attachment of two Indian troops Lance Naik Sudhakar Singh and Lance Naik Hemraj by the Pakistani Forces on 
the LOC in January 2013, the blowing up in March 2013 of two Indian soldiers Lance Naik Sudhakar Singh and Lance Naik Hemraj 
by the Pakistan Army on the LOC in January 2013, the storming of Pakistani-based Fidayeen in the Central Reserve Camp in 
Srinagar, killing five Indian security forces, and the horrific, barbaric killing in Pakistani detention of Indian detainee Sarabjit Singh 
have led to the strained ties between two nations.[18] 

 
Besides, the suicide bombings in Pathankot, Uri Pompore in 2016 and Kupwara in April 2017 culminated in the constructive 

dialogue again. In 2017, the issuance of the death penalty to Kulbhushan Jadhav and the failure to allow him access to a counsellor 
(despite such a clause allowed by the Vienna Convention) also added fresh bilateral returns to the partnership. However, the 
International Court of Justice banned the prosecution of Jadhav in May 2017. 
 
Convergence Aspects 

A hotline was formed between “the Director-General of Military Operations of India and Pakistan” after 1971, and a detailed 
Treaty of Friendship and Peace and Cooperation was proposed in 1980.Both settled to an agreement in December 1988 that prohibited 
them from conducting ambush and pre-emptive assaults on each other’s nuclear facilities. Again, both nations decided on 6 April 1991 
to provide each other with advance details about military exercises. Indian Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee started a dialogue by 
touring Lahore in February 1999 and introduced a new bus service between Amritsar and Lahore, which was approved by both in 
1991 and deteriorated to discourage the usage of arms against each other on 31 October 1991 in order to de-escalate growing tensions. 
Vajpayee initiated a set of confidence-building measures (CBMs)during his discussion with Nawaz Sharif. On 29 October 2003, 
Pakistan replied to India’s plan for a 12-point peace programme, in which both Nations decided to a ceasefire along the 1126-
kilometre boundary and agreed to strengthen and commit and stable hotlines at the 3-tier political, executive and military stages.[19] 

 
Direct hotlines were suggested at the diplomatic level between the prime ministers, foreign secretaries at the administrative 

level and the DGMOs at the two nations’ military level. Both accepted on the criteria of the pre-notification of missile test flights in 
the field of nuclear and missile control and agreed to hold daily working-level meetings among all nuclear powers to address their 
usage of mutual concern.[20] 

 
The Manmohan Singh government-initiated Satinder Lamba’s backchannel diplomatic relations, contributing to the 

beginning of the Srinagar-Mustafabad bus service. Pervez Musharraf, the President of Pakistan, undertook a one-day trip to India to 
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watch the Indo-Pak cricket match. Negotiation process continued in 2006, and a new peace and stability and cooperation Pact were 
also proposed to Pakistan by Manmohan Singh.[21] 

 
After the Bombay bomb attack by the Lashkar-e-Taiba cadres, the peace process was postponed in July 2006. In September 

2006, the Collaborative Framework for Combating Terrorism was formed by both parties. Musharraf announced a four-step kit 
solution to the Kashmir question in December 2006. Besides, both India and Pakistan decided to share views on the question of the 
Allah Barrage/Tulbul navigation project and reaffirmed their commitments to the 1960 Indus Water Treaties and the Sir Creek 
question would soon be settled to the interests of both parties and, after several discussions at various levels, both nations have 
established a more in-depth understanding on the dispute.[22] 

 
A Joint Study Group (JSG) for Economic and Commercial Companies has been formed concerning economic issues. The 

Joint Working Group proposed establishing a Joint Committee in the fields of conservation of the atmosphere, science and technology, 
tourism, livestock, health, information and technology, telecommunications and education, etc. 

 
For the transport of commodities through vehicles, the Attari frontier has been established. The IMO also initiated the 

opening of the ferry boat operation between the two nations. Besides, the two states decided to launch a new train service 
between Khokhrapar (Pakistan) and Munna Bao Bao (India). During the SAARC summit in Islamabad in 2004, Pakistan vowed not to 
encourage anyone to use its territories to carry out extremist operations against neighborhood.[23] 

 
On 18 February 2004, the two nations’ foreign secretaries initiated the collaborative negotiation mechanism Among the 22 

CBMs suggested by India, exchange and traveling around the line of control are foreseen as core aspects of confidence-building 
initiatives between India and Pakistan.[24] On 16 February 2005, the Cross LOC plans were concluded. On 7 April 2005, the Srinagar 
Muzaffarabad bus facility was officially launched. 

 
On 8 October 2005, after an earthquake in Pakistan, India sent assistance of 112 crores. The Poonch-Rawalkot road was 

opened on 28 June 2006 for travel.[25] On 6 March 2007, Pakistan again denounced all acts of terrorism at the first summit of the Anti-
Terrorism Mechanism in Islamabad and emphasized the need for successful and consistent action towards terror groups. 

 
On 21 May 2008, India and Pakistan’s foreign secretaries met to address new and current Kashmir relevant CBMs and 

decided to measure the intensity of Srinagar-Muzaffarabad Poonch-Rawalkot bus service. The joint working groups of India and 
Pakistan on cross-CBMs met in Islamabad on 18 July 2008 to streamline the task for the issuance of cross-LOC travel approvals: to 
initiate a postal service between the two cities; and to speed up cases of unintentional passing of the LOC: Mechanisms for vehicles’ 
transportation, driver’s code of ethics, licenses, safety timings, and products’ list to be characteristics were decided between India and 
Pakistan on 22 September 2008 to conduct cross-trade in LOCs. In October 2008, the Prime Ministers of India and Pakistan, 
Manmohan Singh and Asif Ali Zardari decided to hold a special session of the Joint Anti-Terrorism Mechanism in New Delhi to 
discuss mutual issues, including the bombardment of the Indian Embassy in Kabul. To keep India and Pakistan from heading to fight, 
thanks must be granted to big global actors, such as the US and the UK, for their frenetic mediation.[26] 

 
The war between India and Pakistan was about to commence with militant groups targeting many Mumbai locations, killing 

hundreds of civilians. However, signs of collaboration were observed when Pakistan’s President Asif Ali Zardari and Indian Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh met on the margins of the meeting of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) in Yekaterinburg, 
Russia on 16 June 2009 and addressed the need not to use Pakistan’s territories for terrorism.[27] 

 
Also, at the NAM Summit in Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt, on 16 July 2009, both Manmohan Singh and Pakistani Prime Minister 

Yousuf Raza Gilani decided to exchange reliable and actionable intelligence on any potential terrorist attacks and to bring to justice 
the victims of the Mumbai attack. The need to collaborate on poverty, growth and the regional partnership has also been articulated. 

 
Bilateral ties were less influenced by a chronicle of consultations conducted in various international forums that showed 

convergence areas. Apart from that, India and Pakistan concluded a new visa protocol in September 2012, aiming to liberalize the 
bilateral visa system. When the new Indian Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, welcomed Pakistan’s equivalents to attend his swearing 
ceremonial in May 2014, a hint of friendly ties was noticed.[28] 

 
Once again, in 2015, the two nations decided to restart the substantive bilateral negotiation mechanism on their regional 

security conference margins in Islamabad. On Christmas Day, Modi has made a dramatic visit to Pakistan. This timeline of events of 
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largely uncompetitive dialogues between India and Pakistan in the New Century is reflective of the reality that, owing to many 
reasons, the peace process was derailed. 

 
Perform of Pakistan’s military-cum-intelligence 

The military-cum-intelligence establishment in Pakistan has had a long-term nurturing strategy and utilizing militant 
organizations as leverage against the country’s established political parties and as a platform for international and military doctrine 
against India and Afghanistan. The military has played a crucial role in defining and preserving Pakistan’s presence of Islam’s 
stronghold. [29] It has become the critical antagonist of constant animosity against India and looks in confrontational terms at Pakistan’s 
alliance with India. 

 
Furthermore, public life in Pakistan is heavily infiltrated by the military. The military in Pakistan, which is not present in any 

other Asian nation or any of the world’s representative democracy, enjoys dignity and culture. It is often known to be the only entity 
that keeps the nation intact and offers it a minimum of peace. In Pakistan’s entire history, since the army first assumed power, there 
has been no significant attempt on the civilian leadership or the public to minimize the military’s supremacy.[30] 

 
The Pakistani leader tries to establish stronger relations with New Delhi; his attempts are derailed by a severe cross-border 

assault or terror strike by the military strategist. For example, a significant Indian peace effort, as symbolized by the bus diplomacy of 
then Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, failed abruptly, allegorically hijacking Kargil herself. Another instance worth mentioning is 
that ISI-backed rebels attacked the Indian Consulate in Afghanistan’s western city of Herat on the occasion of Modi’s inaugural 
ceremony after securing the national election in 2014.When Mr Modi took power, the Pakistani strategy was to take some Indians 
captive and place India under siege. For some structural shift to the Indian Pakistan dynamics, the Pakistani army retains virtual veto 
control. Since it would weaken its exceptional power and privilege in Pakistan, the Pakistan army is not prepared to permit improved 
bilateral ties.[31] 

 
China’s Rising Dominance in Pakistan 

Chinese presence in Pakistan’s occupied Kashmir (POK) goes back to the completion, at the elevation of 4665, of the 
Karakoram Highway, the country’s highest road. The highway has created a massive incentive for both nations to exchange. It was 
also used for China’s movement to Pakistan of weapons and supplies, and from China of fissile nuclear and missile materials. As far 
as Jammu and Kashmir’s geographical possession is involved, it can be claimed that although India retains 45% and Pakistan governs 
33%, China occupies around 20% of Jammu and Kashmir (Aksai Chin and the Shaksgam Valley ceded by Pakistan to China in 
1963).[32] 

 
Former Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf ratified a border trading relationship with the Chinese regime in November 

2003 to improve Transport Company and facilitate personal and product interflows across the Karakoram Highway. China has also 
made significant POK investments, notably after the 2005 earthquake. In 2009, $300 million was given to Muzaffarabad, Rawalkot 
and Bagh for construction ventures.[33] 

 
Besides, Pakistan and China have concluded multiple contracts in POK to develop reservoirs that have been as hostile to 

India China ties. On 30 June 2006, the refurbishing phase was formally launched in February 2008, heading to the signed nations and 
MoU to extend the highway from 10 meters to 30 meters. 

 
Again, China aims to protect its rights in Pakistan through strategic development Projects, military collaboration and 

economic Investments. If the crisis worsens outside the state’s influence in Pakistan, both countries may be forced to play a crucial 
role. In building its nuclear capabilities, India has always argued against China’s nuclear assistance to Pakistan. 

 
Accessible Chinese support for Pakistan’s nuclear programme, such as the transition of nuclear weapons architecture, the 

provision of nuclear test records, assisting with the creation of an enriched uranium plant, the conduct of tests on behalf of Pakistan 
and the provision of heavy water and the transfer of nuclear reprocessing technologies, posed a danger to India. China has also added 
immensely to the ballistic missile designed by Pakistan, along with the Shaheen-I short and medium-range missiles with a frequency 
band of 600 to 7 50 km and Shaheen-II and Ghauri-I and Ghauri-II. 

 
China has purchased Russia’s army and missile equipment and is making its path to Pakistan. It is a question of profound 

importance which India wants to take up at the required level strategically. Chinese JF 17s, Karakoram-8 Jet trainers, and F-7, F-7 PG 
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and A-5s fighting aircraft are currently playing with the Pakistani Air Force. JF-17 aircraft, which were already launched in Pakistan, 
was jointly produced by the two nations.[34] 

 
The presence of the USA and other forces in Pakistan 

In order to protect its energy rights in the Middle East, Pakistan is vital to the US. Belligerence and unexpected attitude can 
also be partially counteracted by the constant existence and correlation of the United States with Pakistan. The US operates in many 
forms against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban and Pakistani territories, offering military aid, drone strikes, and the like. The US would be 
forced to extend its strategic priorities if these organizations expanded branches in POK, contributing to a significant US military 
intervention in POK.[35] 

 
The USSR occupied Afghanistan in 1979. The US started to get support from Pakistan in order to suppress the Soviets. The 

CIA supplied the ISI with arms and resources to train Mujahedeen to battle the Soviets and establish a massive opposition to the 
Soviet rule in Afghanistan. Besides, the US did not even bother to provide tacit assistance to the Hurriyat conference representatives 
of all India parties and was economically assisted by the CIA. The US position can be found here those six months after the 26/11 
attack in Mumbai, and the US is scrubbing it with almost a fully accessible check, far from creating Pakistan some annoyance.[36] 

 
The US has welcomed China to leap into the South Asian quagmire and broaden military aid to Pakistan. This makes perfect 

sense from the point of view of Americans but is not useful to India. Similarly, Saudi Arabia’s intervention in Pakistan’s political and 
religious background has been a critical threat, and Japan and France are anticipated to have long-term growth and economic 
ambitions within the nation and play an essential part in moments of emergency. 

 
India’s smart power strategy 

Smart strength is the capacity to blend hard and soft power expertly to advance coordinated strategies. In other terms, smart 
strength is an actor’s ability to mix aspects of hard power and soft power in respects that successfully and efficiently advance the 
actor’s purposes. In tandem with engaging in relationships, collaborations and organizations, smart power proponents had to express 
hard power gains, like a powerful military. If ‘press’ is hard power and ‘pull’ is soft power, the mix enables optimum effects to be 
leveraged legally. The fusion of diplomatic, fiscal, military, political, legal and cultural instruments constitute smart force, and the 
European Union may be called one of the strongest examples of this. 

 
After observing the fields of convergence and divergence of Indo Pak relationships, it was evident that both soft and hard 

power function to some degree successfully. As far as hard power is associated, India has never used aggression towards Pakistan and 
soft power first; India has only used it to establish amicable ties with Pakistan. 

 
In the current foreign environment, by focusing on smart power rather than relying solely on either soft or hard power, 

nations may also gain optimum impact. So, the need of the hour is India’s coping with Pakistan with intelligent power. Therefore, 
there is an immense desire to adapt intelligent policies to optimize leverage in the global economy, considering the hard and soft 
force’s declining marginal effectiveness.  Again, a nation aims to select the power input combination to reach equilibrium at the 
maximum possible degree of control. A profound study of Pakistan’s geopolitical calculation shows that sustaining a regulated level 
of animosity with India is an integral component of Pakistan’s military. 

 
To make his place tangible and become a foreign insurgent, Pakistan has always played its seven cards. Kashmir card (low-

intensity war), Afghanistan card (strategic depth toward India), Muslim Ummah card (preventing India in the OIC), Russian card 
(increasing it to open talks with the Taliban and positioning itself as a new security market), China card (sweeter than Honey 
partnership), terrorism (bleeding India by a thousand cuts), New Year card (nuclear rhetoric for low-cost proxy war).[37] 

 
India wants a three-point approach for addressing Pakistan in this sense.[38] 

 
First, India requires showing the Pakistan Army the potential to respond against any escapades quickly. The Indian army’s 

2016 surgical strike and the air force’s 2019 airstrike testify to the facts. 
Second, the continuous isolation of Pakistan is a new feature of the diplomatic policy. The goal here is to show the world that 

Pakistan is a centre of extremism funded by the state.  
Third the Last but not least, this would mean that foreign nations eventually extricate from interacting with Pakistan in the 

long term. The Analysis and Research Wing can show progress in clandestine operation and Pakistan’s profound situation (army and 
ISI). 
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The clandestine activity of the R&AW variant in Pakistan should prepare a reversal engineered solution to Pakistan’s 
GhaZwa-e-Hind and Jihad Fi Sabilillah as a countering non-state agent to trigger deep subterfuge in Pakistan. Any sane individual 
should hope that Mr. Modi would never be forced to pursue any of his strategic choices, but it is just as necessary to think through 
fighting as keeping peace like Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the choice of Mr. Modi could be intimidation. For, e.g., in 2001, India mobilized 
forces after jihadists targeted Parliament. Pakistan has been compelled to react but has endured overwhelmingly from a weaker 
economy. The second alternative is to do what Dr Manmohan Singh could not do; rockets are a small attack against militant training 
centers around the LOC, utilizing air force.  Since 26/11, the ability of India to carry out such airstrikes has been dramatically 
improved. 

 
The next approach would be to direct Indian forces to attack the Pakistan armed force along the LOC, utilizing artillery and 

infantry duties, supported by the reality that its defenses have weakened the Neelam Valley’s long stretch by shifting troops elsewhere 
to combat the Tehreek-e-Taliban. Finally, Mr. Modi could authorize the use of clandestine methods, such as the bombing of jihadist 
leaders for bomb strikes or deliberate assassin. 

 
In the new paradigm, the government of Modi reveals that Pakistani violence would likely attract rising costs. Suppose ISI is 

preparing new attacks in India to cordon them off the function of the new upcoming Indian branch of Al-Qaeda. In that case, it can be 
assured that it would welcome and inflict severe expenses on the whole Pakistani defence apparatus through India’s reaction. Once 
again, Mr. Modi specifically points out that a thousand bandages would no further endure India’s reaction to the Pakistani tactic of 
administering a thousand cuts to death, but draconian to strengthen intimidation and rebuild the count. 

 
Conclusion 

In conclusion, it can be seen that India ever started no dispute with Pakistan. Nevertheless, we should not shy away from 
ensuring that our non-aggressive and sincere willingness to live in harmony and good neighborliness’ is assured. If nothing else, this 
will give the public and civil society in Pakistan the correct message. All our leaders’ speeches and announcements after freedom do 
not seem to have had the required effect. Via their good offices, we can investigate whether there is something that India might do to 
improve Pakistan’s military attitude. Even if it may not yield any desirable results, the attempt will be worth producing. Besides, 
Pakistan has been noted to have consistently crossed the ceasefire line on a variety of occasions. After the Kashmir Pundits’ Nadimarg 
massacres, the notion of a truce was resurrected by the US and Great Britain. 

 
In a declaration, the US Secretary of State and the British Secretary of State called for an “immediate ceasefire” that might 

contribute to penetration and final dialogue being minimized. However, for this ceasefire to survive, it would have to be part of a 
broader mechanism that entails several measures on both sides to de-escalate the crisis. What is required is a quiet dialogue about how 
trust can be built in Jammu and Kashmir to initiate a process that ends abuse. There is a great deal of time in bilateral affairs, phase by 
step.  Mutual State delegation sponsored terrorist attacks, the political elite’s reluctance in both nations to settle conflicts, the defiant 
behaviour of Pakistan’s army and Indian nationalist extremists to allow the other nation a little room, a lack of trust, a constant 
atmosphere of aggression, a lack of common interests, a fusion of interconnections between various subjects and different beliefs. The 
India-Pakistan talks are a framework for an accepted reconfiguration of their alliance. Unilateral acts will turn the political through 
one or both and build the requirements for a more constructive relationship. 
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